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.. fOrOM MR tailtlsoa (2) elect addrese to recent flAdings of da-- to so 

•- U n 8 t- SM 

, t a U.•. i () Wp to ar te oe 

.. P7-0U, oggadstjea of Stem Generator lntemnas," wae issoued tos (1) again 
alert addereas to the previously oemmioated fiadings of dmage to 86 
tntereals, amely, tube support plates (81s) and tube bundle wrapperso at 

Stor Ig fR taciitiesi (2) alerct addresmees to recent flandigs of ding. to 86 
S ?ls at a U.S. fR tfailitye (S) emphass to addreseees the iqportance of 

peorontmig anmprebr iv eamiMnatio of so iateorals to onsureo tube 
strueturl integoity is mintaied in acordance with the requiremit of 
Appendix to 10 TR Part 0S and 4) require all addresses to subit 
lati•a tios that will enable the IC stfft to verify whother addresseoe' 8O 
Lt i rnals oaqply with and conform to the current licensng bases for their 
respeOtive facilitiee.  

Thi res ponse provides intama ton for S0 (estinghouse Model 51 ISe) requested 
by the OL. The ifomation requeoted includess 

(1) A dis~ ssion of any program in plac to detect degradation of 96 Internals 
and descriptive ispection plans, including the nspection scope, frequency, 
wmhodIs, and equipmrt. The CL cequire discussions to include the 

Sflloutwi ateinfo tlon for eaeh facility 

(a) betahe Iaspectioo reoards at the facility hav been reviewd for 
andicatioas of TSP signal ammalies fre eddy current testing of the 
6 tubes that may be indicative of support plate dmf ge or ligment 

"Vcaeki 
S(b) Ihetho visual or video camra inspections on the secondary side of 

the S hbve bkon perfomed at the facility to gaia infomatioo on 
the condition of the 6 inaternals (e.g., support plates, tube bundle 
wrappors or other ospoeents) 

S() c ethor dogrndtion of SO iaternals has been detected at the 
, faciity and bow the degrdatioL we a ssessod and dispositioned.  

S(21 If th addressee urrently has no progra in place to detect degradation of 
S- ltersals, include a disussion and justification of the plans and 
s •habdle for establsking such a progra, or why no program s needed.  

PHio to iAsseane of tne 6b, the Westinghou*e Ouaes romp (OG0), leectrie Proer 
I mesmih stittoe (USM), and Nuclear BMery Institute (NXl) deoeupod an 
a e ta pla to aoes the soeeptibility to seeodary side dogradation. 20 
itatoed to fellow the Ladu~ q action plan. Included in th action plan is a 
sequirmrt to uonertand the cusal factors anvolved in the degradation 
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Spuerienced in the Blectricite de France (EDF) units. This information is 
eaptwed in NPI report GC-109558, "Steam Generator Internals Degradation: 
Nds of Degradation Detected so BD Units." This report was submitted to the 
MC via 211 letter dated Deceber 29, 1997.  

The HG has reviewed m11 GC-109558 relative to the design of Series 51 S6s and 
dete ined limited potential susceptibility. For plants with Series 51 SGs, 
this conclusion is documented in report WCAP-15002, Revision 1, E"valuation of 
BDW Stea Generator Internals Degradation - Impact of Causal Factors on 
Westinghbose 51 Series Steam Generators," dated December 1997. The 51 Series 
8e tanclude Wetinghouse model designations 51, 51, 51i, and 54F. Because of a 
similarity in design, this report also covers any implication of susceptibility 
for two replacement S6 designs, the Delta 47 and Delta 75. The 51 Series 
designs are the most similar to the EDF units.  

Lwvision 1 of MCAP-15002 documnts visual inspections of the plants with 51 
series 8G designs. It is concluded that the number of plants that have been 
inspected and the inspection results demonstrate that the causal factors 
identified by bDF do not jeopardize the continued operability of Westinghouse 
Series 51 We. Eddy current inspection of the tubes would detect any 
detrimental effects on the tubing due to wear caused by TSP ligament 
degradation, loose parts, and secondary side flow distribution changes. Foreign 
object search and retrieval (FDSAR) efforts are conducted to discover loose 
parts.  

A similar detailed evaluation is planned for the remaining types of SGs (Model F, 
DS, D4, DS, and 31/B2) to be the subject of later reports.  

SQ's implementing procedures for secondary side inspections are consistent with 
the WO Interim Inspection Quidelines referenced in WCAP-15002, Revision 1.  

-epeme to gL, Item 1, feor sW Sertee S1 e 

Ite 1 

(1) A discussion of any program in place to detect degradation of SG internals 
and descriptiv Inspection plans, nlcluding the Inspection scope, 
frequency, methods, and equipment.  

As discussed in WCAP-15002, Revision 1, surveys were sent to WOG utilities 
requesting the results of SGs secondary side inspections and relevant tube 
inspections for TSP conditions. Completed surveys were received for 37 of 49 
plants. For the 51 Series SGs, responses were received for 1s plants. Sixteen 
of these plants responded as having inspected or reviewed inspection data for 
TSP ligament indications and 11 having perfomed S6 secondary side entries that 
give confidence of not having wrapper drop. TSP ligament indications are 
reported for 460 ligaments in TSs made of carbon steel with round tube holes 
and flow holes. The total number of tubes involved is on the order of 129,000 
tubes with roughly 3.6 million ligaments. There is no report of any ligament 
damage indications in TSPs made of stainless steel.  

The modes of degradation detected include any cases of flow-assisted corrosion 
or erosion-corrosion of upper internals components and of premature cracking of 
shell welds that results from either surface fatigue or from corrosion cracking 
that is associated with surface conditions such as pitting or geometric 
conoentrations. For the most part, however, the surveys do not report detection 
of several modes of degradation experienoed in the ODF units. There is no 
evidence of post-chemical cleaning inspections discovering any significant 
material losses. There is no evidence of any wrapper having dropped. There is
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no evidence of TSP !.•*ent cracking or thinning that is progressive and 
continuing. TSP l.arient ciacking or missing pieces of ligaments have been 
observed, but only in units with carbon steel support plates with drilled round 
tube holes and flow holes. These conditions are generally traceable to initial 
inspections and are not progressing based on seouential inspection data. Many 
of the conditions are probably related to original TSP drilling alignment.  
Cases of TSPs with indications have been identified which have been linked to 
patch plate welds.  

Plants with significant hour-glassing of the TSPs as a result of the dentling 
pz.cess have exhibited ligament cracking throughout the thickneps of the support 
plate between the flow holes in the plate or the flow holes in the tuts lane.  
If dentin; remained uncontrolled, as subsequent support plate corrosion occurs, 
the potential exists for fragmeents of the support plate material to become 
completely free of the main TSP structure. However, these plate segments 
generally remain locked in place because of the in-plane forces that give rise 
to denting, as well as the deformation that contains the individual piece.  
Operating plants with active denting are under periodic monitoring by the 
utility and have long-standing criteria and review by the NRC. In addition, the 
EDF experiences reported rre not related to support plate degradation that has 
progressed to the tube denting stage. Therefore, these plaits are not included 
in this response to GL 97-06.  

The secondary side internal degradation tjyes found in Westinghouse 51 Series 
SGs are identified in Table 1.0. SQN has Model 51 SGs with feedring carbon 
steel TSPs. Refer to Table 2.0 for SQN's secondary side inspection results and 
the disposition of identifnd degraiation.
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Table 1.0 
uasomptibility to Sleondary Side Internals Degradation 

in Westinghouse 51 Series 80 Designs 

DegraMdtiao Type Lvel of Issoeptibility 

* lzosion Corrosion: 

Moisture Separator X 

TSP Quatrefoil Ligaments N 

TSP Flow Hole/Ligaments L 

Feed Ring/J-Tubes X 

* Craaking: 

TSP Ligaments Near Wedges' 21  N 

TSP Ligaments Near Patch Plates X1 ' 

Carbon Steel TSP Ligaments X11 

(Random Areas) 

Wrapper Near Supports"'2  N 

Transition Cone Girth Weld X 

* Other: 

Wrapper Drop'' N 

X - Observed in some SGs 
N - Not Susceptible to EDF Causal Factors 
L - Low Susceptibility to EDF Causal Factors 

(1) Various indications of degradation may be artifacts of manufacturing 
related to patch plate plug welds and/or drilling alignment.  

(2) Various Westinghouse design features are beneficial relative to some of 
the SG design features of foreign manufacturers.
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Table 2.0

Zn Sewvice Zaspeotioa DIsults 

A SG inspection sumary for SQN is included in Table 2.0 below.  

______- Inapetioa aqry for Sog 
Locatios Conditi.sa 

apment IRow ColPA Clev Craoked Missing B/C Type of 
I_ I _-,,_ Ilaetio

Tube Support Plates 
Unit 1 SG 1 

Unit 1 SG 2 

Unit 1 SG 3 

Unit 1 SG 4 

Unit 2 SG 1 

Unit 2 SG 2 

Unit 2 SG 3 

Unit 2 SG 4 

No TSP Flow 
Role/Li gament 
erosion-corrosion 
has been identified 
in either unit.

CO 3 
H06 
H05 
M07 
H02 
C07 
H05 
C07 
H02 
H05 
H03 
C05 
C06 
H04 
C05 
C01 
H03 
CO1 
C07 
C06 
C07 
C06 
C06 
C06 
C06 
C06 
C06 
C06 
H07 
H04 
H07 
H07 
H07 
H07 
H07 
C06 
C06 
C06 
C06 
H04 
H05 
H06 
C07 
C05

Crack 
Crack 
Crack 
Patch plate 
Crack 
Patch plate 
Patch plate 
Patch plate 
Crack 
Crack 
Crack 
Patch plate 
Patch plate 
Crack 
Crack 
Patch plate 
Crack 
Patch plate 
Patch plate 
Crack 
Patch plate 
Patch plate 
Patch plate 
Crack 
Patch plate 
Patch plate 
Crack 
Patch plate 
Patch plate 
Patch plate 
Patch plaEte 
Patch pate 
Crack 
Patch plate 
Patch plate 
Crack 
Crack 
Crack 
Patch plate 
Crack 
Patch plate 
Crack 
Patch plate 
Patch plate

Bobbin Coil 
and Plus 
point 

Cracks have 
been tracked 
since 1990.  
No tube 
repair has 
been 
necessary.  
Extensive 
cracking has 
not been 
observed.  
Therefore, 
design basis 
function of 
the support 
plates has 
not been 
lost.

b I I.
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Location Condition 

Lower pper Sean Cracked Deafo Drop Type of 
_________________ ~ZInspecties 

Wrapper No evidence of Sludge lance 
wrapper drop equipment 

installs 
successfully 
in the 
handholes 

shell TSPe Pitting Wastage Crack 
Other 

Chemical Cleaning No degradation FOSAR, eddy 
detected. current, and 
No evidence of post SID 
chemical cleaning inspections 
material losses 

Pitting Wastage Crack 
Other Secondary Side No degradation Visual 
Moisture Separator detected. inspectiors 

Girth Welds No degradation UT during 
detected. Section XI 

10-year ISI 
also visual 
(internal) 

Feed Ring/J-Tube Feedring backing bar Visual 
erosion was inspection 
identified on Unit 2. and UT, 
SQN removed the remote 
backing rings that visual of 
could become feedring 
potential loose internals 
parts.  
J-tube erosion was During 
identified in the feedwater 
late 80's and elbow 
replaced with Inconel replacement, 
600 J-tubes. thermal 

sleeve was 
visually 

inspected 
with no 
erosion or 
degradation 
detected.  

Riser Barrels No degradation Visual 
detected. inspection 

Transition Cone No degradation Visual 
detected. inspection 

Tangential Nozzle No degradation Visual 
S____ detected. inspection
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safety £mommmemt 

Refer to WCAP 15002, Revision 1.  

Zn-kWvlmOe IXMa tiem Plea 

Based on the above, the following inspection plan has been implemented at SQN.  
Except where noted, these inspections are performed during each refueling 
outage.  

Tube Support Plate Erosion-Corrosion and Cracking: 

1. As the TSPs in SQN SGs are made of carbon steel, a baseline has been 
established employing a low frequency bobbin inspection technique and has 
been employed since 1987 to monitor the integrity of TSPs. The technique is 
defined in the EPRI Report, SG-96-05-003, "Investigation of Applicability of 
Eddy Current to the Detection of Potentially Degraded Support Structures," 
dated Kay 1996. Qualification of this eddy current technique to Appendix H 
of the EPRI Steam Generator Examination Guidelines is not required since this 
technique is not examining tube integrity. If indications ar3 found, the 
history is reviewed to establish if this is an active degradation mechanism, 
and an evaluation is performed to decermine structural significance.  

2. In-service inspection is conducted in accordance with Revision 5 of the EPRI 
PWR SG Examination Guidelines 

The critical area for mechanical or thrmaally induced support plate cracking 
is defined as three tubes around the periphery and two rows around the patch 
plate regions in each support plate. The critical area for ligament 
erosion/corrosion is the entire bundle. A one hundred percent tube 
inspection is completed each refueling outage.  

Historically, 100 percent of bobbin coil eddy current data acquired is evaluated 
for indications of TSP degradation. One hundred percent of bobbin coil exams 
are conducted at SQN based on GL 95-05 requirements.  

Wrapper Drop: 

1. A determination is wade that the sludge lance equipment can be inserted 
without interference. SON performs sludge lancing each outage.  

2. A visual inspection is conducted on the lower wrapper support block, if 
interference with the sludge lance equipment is detected.  

Wrapper Cracking: 

No inspection is recomended unless evidence of wrapper misposition ox tube 
damage in the periphery of the first TSP is detected. A visual inspection is 
conducted on the lower wrapper support blocks, if degradation is detected.  

Upper Package: (Primary and secondary moistutre separators, feed ring (J-tube, 
carbon steel feed ring adjacent to J-tubes, T-section, reducer, 
backing ring, and thermal sleeve)] 

Upper internals visual inspections are performed on a frequency that ensures 
each SG is inspected in six years. This inspection is included in site 
maintenance procedures. FOSAR is performed each outage.
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Transition Cone Girth Weldt

Inspections are performed in accordance with the SG shell, Section XI in-service 
inspection requirements. Also, visual iaspections are required during SG upper 
internals inspections.  

Feed-Water Nozzle: 

Degradation of the thermal sleeve may affect the feed-water nozzle. Loose parts 
monitoring and in-service inspection requirements for the feed-water nozzle is 
performed.  

1. WCAP-15002, Revision 1, "Evaluation of EDF Steam Generator Internals 
Degradation - Impact of Causal actors on Westinghouse Series 51 Steam 
Generators" 

Item 2 

(2) If the addressee currently has no program in place to detect degradation of 
SG internals, include a discussion and justification of the plans and 
schedule for establishing such a program, or why no program is needed.  

Item 2 of the GL does not apply to SQN.
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I-W m aad Action: 

GL 97-06, "Degradation of Steam Generator Internals," was issued to: (1) again 
alert addressees to the previously comunicated findings of damage to SG 
internals, namely, tube support plates (TSPs) and tube bundle wrappers, at 
foreign PfR facilities; (2) alert addressees to recent findings of damage to SG 
TSPs at a U.S. WR fa=ility; (3) emphasize to addressees the importance of 
performing comprehensive examinations of SG internals to ensure SG tube 
structural integrity is maintained in accordance with the requirements of 
Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50; and (4) require all addressees t: submit 
information that will enable the NRC staff to verify whether addressees' SG 
internals comply with and conform to the current licensing bases for their 
respective facilities.  

This response provides information for WBN (Westinghouse Model D-3 SGs) 
requested by the GL. The information requeoted includes: 

(1) A discussion of any program in place to detect degradation of SG internals 
and descriptive inspection plans, including the inspection scope, frequency, 
methods, and equipment. The GL requires discussions to include the 
following information for each facility: 

(a) Whether inspection records at the facility have been reviewed for 
indications of TSP signal anomalies from eddy current testing of the 
SG tubes that may be indicative of support plate damage or ligament 
cracking 

(b) Whether visual or video camera inspections on the secondary side of 
the SGs have been performed at the facility to gain information on 
the condition of the SG internals (e.g., support plates, tube bundle 
wrappers, or other components) 

(c) Whether degradation of SG internals has been detected at the 
facility and how the degradation was assessed and dispositioned.  

(2) Zf the addressee currently has no program in place to detect degradation of 
SG internals, iniclude a discussion and justification of the plans and 
schedule for establishing such a program, or why no program is needed.  

ZmtueS-UeM 

Prior to issuance of the GL, the Westinghouse 0 sers Group (WOG), Electric Power 
Research Institute (EPRI), and Nuclear Energy nstitute (NEX) developed an 
action plan to assess the susceptibility to secondary side degradation. WBN 
intends to follow the industry action plan. Included in the action plan is a



requirement to understand the causal factors involved in the degradation 
experienced in the Electricite de France (EDF) units. This information is 
captured in EPRI report GC-109558, "Steam Generator Internals Degradation: 
Modes of Degradation Detected in EDF Units." This report was submitted to the 
NRC via NEI letter dated December 19, 1997.  

The NOG has reviewed EPRI GC-109558 relative to the design of Series 51 SGs and 
determined limited potential susceptibility. For plants with Series 51 SGs, 
this conclusion is documented in report WCAP-15002, Revision 1, "Evaiuation of 
EDF Steam Generator Internals Degradation - Impact of Causal Factors on 
Westinghouse 51 Series Steam Generators," December 1997. The 51 Series SGs 
include WesWinghouse model designations 51, 51M, blF, and 54F. Becauee of a 
similarity in design, this report also covers any implication of susceptibility 
for two replacement SG designs, the Delta 47 and Delta 75. The 51 Series 
designs are the most similar to the EDF un.ts.  

Revision -. of WCAP-15002 documents visual inspections of the plants with 51 
series plants. It is concluded that the number of plants that have been 
inspected and the inspection results demonstrate that the causal factors 
identified by EDF do not jeopardize the continued operability of Westinghouse 
Series 51 SGs. Eddy current inspection of the tubes would detect any 
detrimental effects on the tubing due to wear caused by TSP ligament 
degradation, loose parts, and secondary side flow distribution changes. Foreign 
object search and retrieval (FOSAR) efforts are conducted to discover loose 
parts.  

A similar detailed evaluation is planned for the remaining types of SGs (Model F, 
D3, D4, D5, and El/E2) to be the subject of later reports.  

WBN's implerenting procedures for secondary side inspections are consistent with 
the WOG Interim Inspection Guidelines referenced in WCAP-15002, Revision 1.  

Since a detailed evaluation has not been completed for the Model 03 SGs 
installed in WBN, inspection reconmmendations, have been defined on an interim 
basis. The WOG plans to complete a more detailed evaluation for this type of SG 
by May 1998.  

n.eso@we to GZ, Itm 1, fox 1W model V we 

It.. I.  

(1) A discussion of any program in dlace to detect degradation of SG internals 
and descriptive inspection plans, including the inspection scope, frequency, 
methods, and equipment.  

As discussed in WCAP-15002, Revision 1, surveys were sent to WOG utilities 
requesting the results of SGs secondary side inspections and relevant tube 
inspections for TSP conditions. Completed sutveys were received for 37 of 49 
plants. For the Model D, E and F SGs, responses were received for 12 plat.zs.  
Eleven of these plants responded as having inspected or reviewed inspection data 
for TSP ligament indications and 8 having performed SG secondary side entries 
that give confidence of not having wrapper drop. TSP ligament indications were 
not found in either SGs with carbon steel or with stainless steel support 
plates.  

The modes of degradation detected include many cases of flow-assisted corLosion 
ator erosion-corrosion of upper internals components and ot premature cracking of 
shell welds that results from either surface fatigue or from corrosion cracking 
that is associated with surface conditions such as pitting or geometric
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concentrations. For the most part, however, the surveys do not :eport detection 
of. several modes of degradation experienced in the ED? units. There is no 
evidence of post-chemical cleaning inspections discovering any significant 
material losses. There is no evidence of any wrapper having dropped. There is 
no evidence of TSP ligament cracking or thinning thxt is progressive and 
continuing. TSP ligament cracking or missinq pieces of ligaments have been 
observed, but only in units with carbon steel support plates with drilled round 
tube holes and flow holes. These conditions are generally traceable to initial 
inspections and a-9 not progressing based on sequential inspection data. Many 
of the conditions are probably related to original TSP drilling alignment.  
Cases of T3Ps with indications have been identified which have been linked to 
patch plate welds.  

Plants with significant hour-glassing of the TSPs as a result of the denting 
process have exhibited ligament cracking throughout the thickness of the support 
plate between the flow holes in the plate or the flow holes in the tube lane.  
If denting remained uncontrolled, as subsequent support plate corrosion occurs, 
the potential exists for fragments of the support plate material to become 
completely free of the main TSP structure. However, these plate segments 
generally remain locked in place because of the in-plane forces that give rise 
to denting, as well as the deformation that contains the individual piece.  
Operatinag plants with active denting are under periodic monitoring by the 
utility and have long-standing criteria and review by the NRC. In addition, the 
ED) experiences reported are not related to support plate degradation that has 
progressed to the tube denting stage. TheLefore, these plants are not included 
in this response to GL 97-06.  

The secondary side internal degradation types found in Westinghouse SGs are 
identified in Table 1.0. Model D-3 SGs have a significantly different design 
preheater that is constructed ot Inconei 600 and is not susceptible to preheater 
erosion/corrosion observed in other Model Ds.  

During the first 35N refueling outage, visual inspection of the secondary tube 
sheet region in two SGs showed that one end of the blow down pipe was severed.  
Tue separation occurred at the upper edge of the elbow to fillet weld on one of 
the two forged elbows located at the ends of the blow down pipe in each of the 
two SGs. Analysis was performed that indicates loads in excess of yield may 
have occurred during the manufacture and hydro testing of the SGs. (These loads 
are not considered to be uniquely responsible for the observed separation; 
however, the material ductility would have accommodated the failure.) rhe loads 
develop as a result of one end of the blow down pipe being loaded against the 
other end. Separation completely relieves the loads and precludes the 
continuation of the degradation mechanism. Evaluation of the clearance and flow 
conditions show that consequential damage to adjacent tubes are not expected 
since the flow velocities in this region are low and the clearances are large.  
The design of the blow down pipe for the Model D3 SG is unique. Other preheat 
SG designs do not ,ttilize a continuous blow down pipe that extends the length of 
the tube lane. 333 performed an operability evaluation ior one cycle of 
operation and revised the inspection procedure to inspect the blow down pipe 
during the next refupling outage.
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SwM& 1.0 
see-miay side latemai egsodatin Tlpe to Westimgs Desooign sea 

Sreategorys Feed Ring Preheat Carbon Food Ring Preheat 
Carbon Steel TSPs Stainless Stainless 

Degradation Type Steel TSPs Steel Steel TSPs 
TSPs 

* .eeseiiancMuerste 

Moisture X S X"' S 
Separator 

Water Box NA X(" NA S 

TSP Flow Hole/ S S NA NA 
Ligaments 

Feed Ring/J- X NA X" 3  A 
Tubes 

* uemkiy 

TSP X S L L 
Ligaments '"' * 

Wrapper Nean L L L L 
Supports " 

Transition X L X'(3 L 
Cone Girth 
Weld 

* Other 

Wrapper L L L L 
Lrop 

X- Observed in sacw SGs 
S * Susceptible 
L * Low Susceptibility 
WA * Not Applicable 
(1) V-zious indications of possible tube degradation may be artifacts of 

manufacturing anomalies related to patch plate wlds and drilling 
alignment.  

(2) Various Westinghouse design features are beneficial relative to ame SG 
design features of foreign manufacturers.  

(3) In SG replacements with the original shell and/or upper internals not 
replaced.  

(4) Nodel D3 SGs are not susceptible to preheater erosion/corros4on due to 
Inconel 600 water box.
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fable 2.0

SZaspeOette Su mmi tfe m 

A SG inspection sumary for gBN is included in Table 2.0 below.  

,ma em ,to w 
eaties Ceod time 

Cfpremt Vew Colum 1aov Caekd Miuingt /C Tye ef 

Tube Support No tube support plate B n 
P'ates cracking has been 

identified 

s..r Mp s. Sam cratcd Po" "oam 
Wrapper No evidence of wrapper Causal factors 

drop has been identified analysis 
concluded 
wrapper drop 
could not occur 
in Model D SGM.  
Sludge lancing 
equipment was 
successfully 
installed 
during U1C1 
outage.  

SShll ISl Othewr PAtting waste Crsa 
xm-cal N/A 

Cleaning 

pittiAn Wstage Crak 
Other o degradation detected Visual 
Secondary inspections of 
Side one SG have 
Moisture been performed 
Separator 
Girth Welds 
Water Box 
Riser Barrels 
Tangential 
Nozzle
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Refer to WCAP-15002, Rev esion 1.  

Za-tevie mlapeetieom lan 

Based on the above, the following inspection plan has been implemented at WBN.  
Except where noted, these inspections are performed during each refueling 
outage.  

Tube Support Plate Zrosion-Corrosion and Cracking: 

1. As the TSPs in MBN SGa are made of carbon steel, a baseline was established 
mploying a low frequency bobbin inspection technique from the first pre
service inspiction and is used each outage. The technique to be employed is 
defined in tne EPRI Report, SG-96-05-003, 'Investigation of Applicability of 
Bddy Current to the Detection of Potentially Degraded Support Structures," 
dated May 1996. Qualification of this eddy current technique to Appendix H 
of the EPRI Steam Generator Examination Guidelines is not required since this 
technique is not examining tube integrity. If indications are found, the 
history is reviewed to establish if this is an active degradation mechanism 
ane an evaluation is performed to determine structural significance.  

2. In-service inspection is conducted in accordance with Revision 5 of the EPRI 
PWR SG Examination Guidelines.  

The critical area for mechanical or thermally induced support plate cracking 
is tentatively defined as three tubes around the periphery and two rows 
around the patch plate regions in each support plate. The critical area for 
ligament erosion/corrosion is the entire bundle. An initial sample of 60 
percent of the tubes was completed during WBN's first outage.  

During eddy current inspections, the bobbin coil data acquired during 
examination is evaluated for indications of TSP degradation. At WBN Unit 1 
Cycle 1, 69 percent of the bobbin coil exams were conducted, and no degradation 
was detected.  

Wrapper Drop: 

Design differences between EDF plants and Model D plants preclude wrapper drop.  

1. A determinatian is made that the sludge lance equipment can be inserted 
without interference. W8N performs sludge lancing eacl. outage.  

2. A visual inspection is conducted on the lower wrapper support blocks, if 
interference with the sludge lance equipment is detected.  

Mrapper Crackingi 

So inspection is recommnded unless evidence of wrapper misposition or tube 
damage in the periphery of the first TSP is detected. A visual inspection is 
conducted on the lower wrapper support blocks, if degradation is detected.
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Upper internals visual inspections are performed on a frequency that ensures 
each *6 Is inspected in six years. This inspection is included in site 
mtintwnance procedures. FOSAR is performed each outage.  

Trrusition Cone Girth Weld: 

Ztspections are performed in accordance with the SG shell, Sect'on XI in-service 
insptction requirements. Visual inspections are required during SG upper 
in ezuals inspecticns.  

1. WCA.-.;5002, Revision 1, "Evaluation of EF Steam Generator Internals 
DegradLtion - Impact of Causal Factors on Westinghouse Series 51 Steam 
Generate 's 

Ztem 2 

(2) If the addressee currently has no program in place to detect degradation of 
SG internals, Jn.:lude a discussion and justification of the plans and 
schedul. -.. establishing such a program, or why no program is needed.  

Item 2 it the GL does r.ot apply to WBN.
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